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Abstract
A cube is an 8-rep-tile: it is the union of eight smaller copies of itself. Is there
a set with a hole which has this property? The computer found an interesting and
complicated solution, which then could be simplified. We discuss some problems
of computer-assisted research in geometry.
Will computers help us do geometrical research? Can they find something new?
How can we direct them to do those things which we are interested in? On the other
hand, will computers change our attitudes? We discuss such issues for elementary
problems of fractal geometry [2, 3], using the free software package IFStile [15]. This
note is concerned with self-similar tilings of three-dimensional space.
Figure 1: 4-rep-tiles in the plane.
Rep-tiles.
A closed bounded set A with non-empty interior in plane or space is called an m-rep-
tile if there are sets A1, A2, ..., Am congruent to A, such that different sets Ak, Aj have
no common interior points, and the unionB = A1∪...∪Am is geometrically similar to
A. The standard example in the plane is a square, or a parallelogram, or a triangle, with
m = 4. Some other examples are shown in Figure 1. Exercise: show that a triangle
with angles of 30, 60, and 90 degrees is a 3-rep-tile.
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Figure 2: Tiling obtained from the ‘flag’ rep-tile.
‘Rep’ stands for ‘replication’, and the sets are called tiles since they can tile the
whole plane. Such tilings can be obtained by observing that B is also a rep-tile and
contained in still larger super-rep-tiles C,D, ..., and they all are unions of copies of A
[10, 16]. One possible tiling for the ‘flag’ in Figure 1 is indicated in Figure 2. Exercise:
try to assemble the tiles in this picture to supertiles. The tilings generated by the flag
are non-periodic and quite intricate while the 2× 2 subdivision of the square provides
only the ordinary periodic checkerboard tiling.
Rep-tiles were introduced in 1963 as recreational objects by Gardner [7] and Golomb
[8]. In the 1980s they became interesting as models of quasicrystals [10, chapter 11],
[16], as examples of self-similar fractals [4], as a tool for constructing multidimen-
sional wavelets [9], and as unit intervals for exotic number systems [17]. For the plane,
plenty of m-rep-tiles are known for every m [1]. In three-dimensional space, a tetra-
hedral m-rep-tile can exist only for cubic numbers m, not for m < 8 [14]. For m = 8,
the cube is a standard rep-tile, and the notched cube (‘chair’) in Figure 3 is another
well-known example. The regular tetrahedron is not an 8-rep-tile but some other spe-
cial tetrahedra are, one of them found by M.J.M. Hill already in 1895, and two others
found in 1994 [13]. Recent results support the conjecture that there are no further 8-
rep-tile tetrahedra [11]. Figure 3 shows two other polyhedral examples found with the
IFStile package.
Algebra and algorithms.
For computer work, geometric concepts must be reformulated in terms of algebra. This
was done by John Hutchinson. Instead of saying that Ak is congruent to A, he intro-
duced an isometry map hk with Ak = hk(A). Instead of saying that the union B
of the copies Ak is geometrically similar to A, he took a similarity mapping g with
B = g(A). Of course g must be expanding - it must increase all distances by a factor
greater than 1. The defining equation for an m-rep-tile becomes
g(A) = h1(A) ∪ h2(A)... ∪ hm(A) , (1)
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Figure 3: Notched cube and two other polyhedral 8-rep-tiles.
with given data (‘coefficients’) g, h1, ..., hm and the unknown setA.Hutchinson proved
that this equation always has a unique solution A in the space of compact non-empty
subsets of plane or space. His paper [12] has become famous just for this rather simple
observation although it contains much more difficult theorems. The proof can be found
in every textbook on fractal geometry, for example [4].
Since A should have non-empty interior and thus positive volume, a comparison of
the volume on both sides of (1) shows that g must have determinant ±m, by a basic
theorem of linear algebra. We shall not need this general fact since we consider only
the mapping
g(x) = 2x . (2)
For this map g(A) has four times larger area than A in the plane, and eight times larger
volume in three-dimensional space. So we shall study m-rep-tiles with m = 4 in
dimension d = 2 and with m = 8 for d = 3. Moreover, we consider only isometries h
with integer coefficients:
h(x) =Mx+ v , (3)
where v is a vector with integer coordinates, and M is a quadratic matrix which has
exactly one entry +1 or −1 in each row and each column, and all other entries are
zero. Exercise: there are 8 such matrices for d = 2 and 48 for d = 3. These are the
isometries which transform the lattice Zd of integer vectors into itself. The linear maps
f(x) =Mx are rotations and reflections which transform the unit cube [−1,+1]d into
itself. These maps form the symmetry group of the unit square for d = 2, and of the
unit cube for d = 3. The resulting rep-tiles form the ‘square family’ and the ‘cube
family’, respectively. As we shall see, both families are very large.
It is crucial that our data g, h1, ..., hm are given by integers! Integer calculations in
the computer are accurate while calculations with real numbers are only approximate,
with a numerical error. Extensive calculations are needed since the definition of rep-
tile requires that different pieces Ak, Aj of g(A) have no common interior points. To
check this condition, we have to study all neighbor types Ak ∩Aj , which include also
‘pieces of pieces’ on several levels. They are characterized algebraically by neighbor
maps which are isometries like the hk. Exercise: analyse the type of maps (transla-
tion, reflection, rotation) which transform tiles in Figure 2 into their neighboring tiles.
Altogether, there are 60 such maps while for a square tiling we have only 8 translations.
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For the case of integer data, there are only finitely many neighbor maps. They
can be determined recursively, and if the map f(x) = x is not among them then we
really have a rep-tile. Details are explained in [2, 3] and the literature quoted there.
A neighbor map algorithm was implemented in the IFStile package. It does not only
check the rep-tile property, but also calculates the number of neighbor types, as well as
the fractal dimension of the boundary, and further parameters which characterize the
tile.
Now a search for rep-tiles can be done by randomly generating various data Mk, vk
for k = 1, ...,m and checking each time whether we obtain a rep-tile. The data and
parameters of all resulting rep-tiles will be stored. Within one hour, we get at least
25000 examples. Exercise: download IFStile and try yourself. (Take the square family
by clicking the star icon and the first item in the list. For search, click the binocular
icon and ‘Start’.)
Working out a single three-dimensional example by hand may take a day, or even
a week. The computer opens up new perspectives. We can explore territories which
previously were totally inaccessible to us.
Figure 4: Typical rep-tiles with complicated structure in plane and space.
Problems with the computer search.
Every kind of progress raises new problems. Our first experiments were disappointing.
It can happen that 90 percent of the examples are cubes, which can be generated in
many different data. This can be avoided by skipping examples with the same parame-
ter values, cf. [3]. The main problem, however, is that most of the generated examples
have too complicated structure and bad geometric properties. Figure 1 shows that plane
reptiles can be disconnected: the rightmost example has two connected components.
What is worse, the interior of this set has four components. The interior of the neighbor-
ing example has infinitely many components. Figure 4 shows another plane 4-rep-tile
with fragmented interior, and a similar 8-rep-tile in space. Such sets fulfil the rep-tile
definition but they cannot be physically realized as puzzle pieces.
Can we let the computer select the 25 most interesting examples in a list of 25
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thousand? Disconnected rep-tiles can be singled out by a simple algorithm. At present
we have no method which controls the structure of the interior. However, some of the
calculated parameters can be considered as measures of complexity. We may look for
tiles which have boundary dimension 2 (that is, polygonal faces), and with a small (but
not too small) number of neighbor types. They form a smaller collection which may
be inspected by eyesight.
There are many options for the random search which will not be discussed here. We
should keep in mind that the data space is huge. When the coordinates of the vector
v in (3) are between -10 and +10, we have n = 48 ∗ 213 choices for each map. With
eight maps there are n8 ≈ 1045 possible cases. Even many years’ efforts could provide
only a glimpse into our new territories.
Perhaps we should be modest and study a smaller data space. For the cube family,
we can consider 2×2×2 rep-tiles as particular cases of 8-rep-tiles. We assume that the
large set g(A) is the union of two congruent blocks C and f1(C), that C is the union of
two congruent blocks D and f2(D), and that D is the union of two copies of A, which
we call f3(A), f4(A). The fk are again isometries of the form (3). Combining these
equations, we obtain g(A) as union of f3(A), f4(A), f2f3(A), f2f4(A), f1f3(A), f1f4(A), f1f2f3(A),
and f1f2f4(A). This is a special case of equation (1) which depends only on four maps.
The corresponding data space includes n4 ≈ 4 · 1022 cases. It is still huge, but the
chances not to get lost in our search are higher. Figure 5 below was found with this
approach.
Figure 5: Rep-tile with hole found by computer search.
Rep-tiles with holes.
Does there exist an m-rep-tile in space which is topologically equal to a torus? That
is, its interior is connected and has a single hole. The tile on the right of Figure 3 has
a kind of hole. But two of the little cubes which form the hole intersect only in an
edge. So this is not really a solid ring: the interior of the tile has no hole. According
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to [6], the question for tiles with hole was raised in 1998 by C. Goodman-Strauss and
solved by G. van Ophuysen with an example for m = 24. A more general and abstract
approach, with arbitrary number of holes and arbitrary large m, was presented in [5].
We were interested in an example with m = 8 and performed an extensive search of
8-rep-tiles. Among one million of examples, generated and pre-selected as described
above, we found exactly one answer, shown in Figure 5. It is unlikely that anybody
would find this example just by thinking and imagination! The rep-tile can be made
from wood, but it is mechanically impossible to assemble the pieces as shown in the
figure.
Obviously, the tile consists of four congruent blocks. It is more difficult to see that
the left and right part of the tile are also congruent, and that two small copies of the
whole tile can be put together to form a block. The hole of the tile is realized by the
two blocks in the middle. The blocks on the left and right are only needed to guarantee
the self-similarity of the tile.
Can we solve the problem without the two superficial blocks? Consider only the
middle part of Figure 5. When we consider a copy of this piece, rotated around 180
degrees, the copy will fill the hole, and both pieces together form a rectangular plate.
Moreover, the middle piece itself consists of four rectangular plates. We can vary
their shapes in such a way that the previous sentence remains true. This leads to the
following figure.
Figure 6: Simplified rep-tile with hole.
We show that this set is really an 8-rep-tile. It consists of four rectangular plates
of size 4 × 2 × 1. Two copies of Figure 6, one of them rotated by 180 degrees, will
fit together to form a rectangular plate of size 8 × 4 × 2. Thus eight copies of the set
can be assembled to produce a similar set, expanded by the factor 2. This can be really
done with material pieces, and the proof needs no calculation. It seems unlikely but
not impossible that there is a still simpler rep-tile with a hole.
What a happy end: man has shown to be stronger than machine, by finding a simpler
tile. No: both tiles are interesting, and Figure 5 was the starting point for Figure 6.
Computers are here to stay, even in mathematical research. Let us use them - with
critical interaction and new ideas.
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